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 !!! to start i go to the upload area my files are complete i can enter the site's page i got the page to select the files but for some
reason it does not upload anything!!! What am i doing wrong? My guess is that i need to do something when the files are

selected, but i don't know what to do Hi, after trying to upload the Wii Us only 2 Piece Unlimiatave cruise 2 wii iso, the wii user
and the wii modding (new to that) doesn't work. Is this the same as my problem, or have i done something wrong. Code: Please
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if anyone can help me, I would really appreciate it I need to play the game on my WII I currently have an arcade stick for the
wii and i want to use it with the wii u and it doesn't come with one, so i am trying to create one for it. I am trying to use my wii

remote to use the arcade stick and im stuck on putting the arcade stick in. The game states that the arcade stick is already in, but
when i go to configure the arcade stick, it says there are no slots available. I was wondering if anyone could help me. My wii has
been unplugged from the power source and the video doesn't show up, but there is sound. I unplugged the power and the sound
still worked. Please I need help Ive been trying to do this for the past 2 hours and nothing works!!!! I have tried turning off the

wii u, I have tried turning the wii u on and off. I have tried removing the battery and putting it back. i have tried the power
button. nothing! i have no idea what to do. Please help!!! I have been on it for hours!!!! Note that this answer was for the Wii
(White) and the Wii U. If this is for the Wii (White), the console does not have a Reset Button. If this is for the Wii U, the

console does have a Reset Button. If this is for the Wii U, hold the power button for approximately 10 seconds (the button that
is labelled CIRCUIT BOARD, REMOTE, or BUTTON A, FOR INSTANCE, depending on the console) and, when you see the

Reset screen, press the 82157476af
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